
Copyright 2012: Drunken Aunt Wendy Designs 

Materials, 
Abbreviations and 

notes 
Vannas choice in chocolate,  scarlet, white, 
silver gray. beige, and green. 

Size G crochet hook 

Large Eye blunt needle 

SL - Slip stitch 

SC - Single crochet 

DC - Double crochet 

HDC - Half double crochet 

TC - Triple crochet 

Notes 

Leaves are worked using both sides of the starting chain.  You will work up one side 
then turn around and work down the other side 

Chain 3 Counts as one double crochet 

To change colors wrap new color before you finish the stitch. For a tutorial on 
changing colors try this link: http://www.stitchdiva.com/tutorials/crochet/
changing-colors-at-the-beginning-of-a-row-or-round 

Join each round unless instructed otherwise 

BUCKEYE BABY HAT



This pattern is for a baby size hat if you adjust the size of the hook and or the size of 
the yard you can make a larger hat using the same pattern 

Instructions 
For beanie 
In Silver gray chain four, Join to form a circle 

1. 10 single crochet in circle join around, chain 2 

2. 2 DC In each stitch (20)  

3. (2 DC in next stitch, DC in following stitch) 10 times (30) 

4. (2 DC in next stitch, DC in following 2 stitches) 10 times (40) 

5-8.    4 rows DC 

9.        Change to white and do a row of HDC 

10.       Change colors to Scarlet and do a row of DC 

11.        DC around 

12.        Change colors to white and do a row of HDC 

13.        Change colors to silver gray and do a row of DC 

14.        Do a row of SC, Fasten off. Weave in ends 

Leaves (make three) 
Chain 10 

Starting with second chain from the hook, SL, SC, HDC, DC, TC, DC, HDC, SC, SL Repeat this 
using the unused loops on the other side of the chain. Fasten off. Sew to beanie using the photo 
as a guideline 

Buckeyes (Make two) 
In beige chain 2, 

6 SC in 2nd chain from hook 

Change colors to chocolate to SC in each stitch (12). Fasten off. Weave in ends. Sew to hat using 
photo as a guideline 






